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a b s t r a c t 

This article describes an investigation that has been conducted to assess the effects of the 

contact pattern design on the mechanical and thermal behaviors of plastic-steel helical 

gear drives. The maximum contact pressure, frictional power loss, transmission error func- 

tion and operating temperature are determined for different designs of the pinion tooth 

surfaces. Several numerical examples based on loaded tooth contact analyses and steady- 

state heat transfer analyses are carried out considering different types of micro-geometry 

modifications of the involute tooth surfaces. The obtained results show that an appropri- 

ate design of the pinion tooth surfaces can help reducing the maximum contact pressure 

and the maximum operating temperature, increasing the durability of the transmission. 

The frictional power loss and the peak-to-peak transmission error can be diminished, im- 

proving the performance of the transmission and increasing its efficiency. Also, it has been 

shown that the design of the pinion tooth surfaces can provide some capability to the 

transmission to absorb angular misalignments. 
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1. Introduction 

Plastic gears are replacing metallic gears in a wide range of industrial applications, as they present many advantages over 

their metallic counterparts: they are easy and fast to manufacture, have a reduced cost, can be used without lubricant, offer

a good resistance to corrosion and bring smooth and quiet operation. 

One of the main limitations of plastic gears is that their mechanical properties, and specially their load carrying capacity, 

are severely diminished by the increment of their working temperature [1] . Since these transmissions are usually operated 

without lubricant, an important amount of heat is generated by friction during the meshing of their teeth [2] . In addition,

the lack of lubricant decreases the dissipation of heat. These facts, combined with the low thermal conductivity of the 

polymer material, accentuate the temperature rise in plastic gears. 

The negative effect of the temperature increments on the durability of polymer gears is not the only concern for plastic

gear designers. There are other phenomena and failure modes [3] that are often neglected in metallic gear transmissions, but 
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play an important role in plastic gear transmissions [4] . These phenomena include an abnormal flank wear [5] , an excessive

tooth deformation under load [6] and a poor transmission efficiency [7] derived from frictional losses in dry running gears. 

In recent times, several analytical and numerical models have been developed to predict the contact and bending stresses 

[8,9] , the efficiency [10] and the temperature rise [11–13] of polymer gear transmissions. These advances in the simulation

and analysis of polymer gears have been accompanied by new procedures for experimental tests [14–17] in which the 

temperature and the durability of polymer gears are assessed. 

As the analysis capabilities for polymer gears increase, a range of possibilities arises during their design stages that 

allows their mechanical and thermal behaviors [4,16,18] to be improved. As in metallic gear transmissions, the geometry of 

the polymer gears can be modified in order to improve their durability and their performance under operating conditions. 

These modifications can be categorized into [19] : 

• The macro-geometry modifications, which affect to the basic geometric parameters of the gear (module, face width, 

number of teeth, profile shift, pressure angle, helix angle, and type of flank curve). 
• The micro-geometry modifications, which require changes to the involute tooth surface and include the tip and bottom 

relieves, profile and longitudinal crownings, and front and back relieves. 

In the field of macro-geometry modifications for polymer gears, Walton [20] studied the effect of the tooth geometry 

on the efficiency of the transmission. Andrei [21] studied the influence of non-standard geometries in the sliding velocities 

of polymer gears. Meuleman [22] proposed methods to minimize the transmission errors in highly loaded polymer trans- 

missions. Miler [23] and Tav ̌car [24] proposed optimization processes for the parameters that define the macro-geometry of 

polymer spur gears. 

Zorko [25] showed that the substitution of an involute profile by a S-shaped flank curve can bring some advantages

in the case of spur polymer gears, which include the reduction of contact stresses and a lower heat generation. Koide

[26] compared the efficiency and the temperature of involute polymer gears with sine-curve polymer gears, and showed 

that the latter present certain advantages, especially when they are running without lubricant. 

Modifications of the gear body have also been proposed to improve the thermal behavior of polymer gears. Imrek 

[27] proposed a tooth width modification to improve the performance of nylon 6 gears. In other approaches, cooling holes 

are performed in the gear blank to help decreasing the thermal damage in polymer gears [28–30] . Fernandes [31] introduced

the concept of hybrid polymer gears (polymer gears with metallic inserts) to improve their thermal behavior. 

A large amount of investigations dealing with macro-geometry modifications of plastic gears can be found in the liter- 

ature, which contrasts with the lack of works dealing with the effects of the micro-geometry modifications over the me- 

chanical and the thermal responses of polymer gears [19] . On the contrary, the effects of micro-geometry modifications 

on the mechanical behavior of metallic helical gear drives have been widely studied. Here, the number of publications is 

considerably higher, from the first works directed to reduce transmission errors and get quiet transmissions [32] to more 

recent publications [33,34] to localize the bearing contact, reduce the level of contact and bending stresses and diminish 

the sliding velocities. 

2. Overview of the proposed investigation 

In this work, the effect of different contact pattern designs on the mechanical and thermal behaviors of a plastic-steel 

helical gear transmission is investigated. This transmission is composed of a pinion made of AISI 1040 steel and a gear

manufactured from polyoxymethylene (POM), and it is operating without lubricant. Four types of contact pattern designs 

are achieved through micro-geometry modifications of the pinion tooth surfaces: (i) a not-localized bearing contact as a 

result of no application of modifications (involute profiles), (ii) a localized bearing contact with a contact path in longitudinal 

direction as a result of application of profile crowning, (iii) a localized bearing contact with a contact path in profile direction

as a result of application of longitudinal crowning, and (iv) a localized bearing contact in a combined direction between 

longitudinal and profile ones as a result of application of profile and longitudinal crownings. These designs require also the 

application of tip relief to avoid areas with high contact stresses. 

The pinion tooth surfaces are generated by a theoretical rack-cutter of modified geometry as the one considered in [35] .

The use of a theoretical modified rack-cutter allows different designs of the metallic pinion tooth surfaces to be obtained 

and applied in manufacturing through the use of a cutting tool. 

A loaded tooth contact analysis (L-TCA) is performed by means of a finite element analysis of the transmission for each

contact pattern design. The L-TCA allows the contact pressure distribution and the loaded function of transmission errors 

to be determined. An algorithm to determine the frictional power losses from the shear forces provided in the L-TCA is

proposed. The frictional energy is computed along a cycle of meshing following the basic ideas exposed in [13] but applying

them to a 3D problem. Finally, a steady-state heat transfer finite element analysis is performed to obtain the temperature 

distribution on the plastic gear tooth for each considered contact pattern design. The wear of the plastic gear has not been

considered in this work and this may alter the observed differences between the considered types of contact pattern design, 

especially for high number of load cycles [17,18] . 
2 
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Fig. 1. For definition of the rack cutter tooth surface �c1 : (a) tooth surface, (b) illustration of profile parameter u , and (c) illustration of longitudinal 

parameter v . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Generation of pinion and gear tooth surfaces 

The pinion and gear tooth surfaces are generated by an imaginary rack cutter of modified geometry as indicated in [35] .

Fig. 1 a shows a 3D schematic view of a rack cutter tooth, whose active tooth surfaces of driving and coast sides are denoted

as �c1 and �c2 , respectively. In this figure, coordinate system S a is rigidly connected to the rack cutter surface �c1 , and

coordinate system S c is rigidly connected to the rack cutter pitch plane (not shown in Fig. 1 a). 

Fig. 1 b shows the geometry of the rack cutter profile. Coordinate system S g is an auxiliary coordinate system to take

into account the profile crowning of the rack cutter tooth surface. Profile of rack cutter is represented in coordinate system

S g as: 

r g (u ) = 

[
−a p f · u 

2 u 0 1 

]T 
(1) 

where u is the surface parameter in profile direction and a p f is a parabola coefficient. By setting a p f = 0 , a straight profile

is achieved. 

Surface �c1 is represented in coordinate system S a as: 

r a (u, v ) = M ag (v ) · r g ( u ) (2) 

where M ag (v ) is the transformation matrix from coordinate system S g to coordinate system S a (see Fig. 1 c): 

M ag (v ) = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎣ 

cos δ 0 − sin δ −a ld · v 2 
0 1 0 0 

sin δ 0 cos δ v 
0 0 0 1 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎦ 

(3) 

Here, v is the other surface parameter, a ld is the parabola coefficient for the longitudinal crowning of the rack cutter

tooth surface, and angle δ can be calculated as δ = atan ( 2 · a ld · v ) . 
Rack cutter generating surface can be represented in coordinate system S c as: 

r c (u, v ) = M ca · r a ( u, v ) (4) 

where M ca is the transformation matrix from coordinate system S a to coordinate system S c : 

M ca = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

cos αn − sin αn 0 

π · m n 

4 

sin αn cos αn 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

(5) 

Here, αn is the normal pressure angle and m n is the normal modulus of the helical gear drive. Only the equations to deter- 

mine the rack cutter tooth surface � have been presented for the purpose of simplicity. 
c1 

3 
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Fig. 2. For derivation of pinion tooth surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coordinate transformation from system S c to system S 1 (see Fig. 2 ) and observation of the equation of meshing allows

the pinion tooth surface to be determined from the rack-cutter tooth surface: 

r 1 ( u, v , ψ ) = M 1 m 

(ψ) · M mc · r c ( u, v ) (6) 

(
∂r 1 
∂u 

× ∂r 1 
∂v 

)
· ∂r 1 
∂ψ 

= 0 (7) 

Here, ψ is the generalized parameter of generation and matrixes M mc and M 1 m 

are given by: 

M mc = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎣ 

cos β 0 ± sin β 0 

0 1 0 0 

∓ sin β 0 cos β 0 

0 0 0 1 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎦ 

(8) 

M 1 m 

= 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎣ 

cos ψ sin ψ 0 0 

− sin ψ cos ψ 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎦ 

·

⎡ 

⎢ ⎣ 

1 0 0 −ψ · r p 
0 1 0 r p 
0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎦ 

(9) 

where β is the helix angle and r p is the pinion pitch radius. The upper sign in matrix M mc is applied to a left hand gear

and the lower sign is applied to a right hand gear. 

3.1. Tip relief 

Tip relief of the gear tooth surfaces is required to release the tip from high values of contact pressures. Fig. 3 describes

the geometry of the tip relief. In this figure, S b is an auxiliary coordinate system that is rigidly connected to coordinate

system S g . 

The origin of S b is defined by point O b , which is located on the profile at a distance u 0 top 
from O g , and defines the lower

limit of the tip relief. The lower limit of the tip relief can also be defined by distance h 0 top 
from the tip of the profile,

as indicated in Fig. 3 b. Coordinate system S b is rotated an angle γ = atan 

(
2 · a p f · u 0 top 

)
with respect to S g , as indicated in

Fig. 3 a. 

The tip relief of rack cutter is represented in coordinate system S b as: 

r b (u ) = 

[
−a p f top 

·
(

u −u 0 top 

cos γ

)2 u −u 0 top 

cos γ 0 1 

]T 

(10) 

where a p f top 
is the parabola coefficient for the tip relief. If a straight tip relief is desired, then a p f top 

is set to 0. 

The tip relief is represented in coordinate system S g as: 

r g (u ) = M gb · r b (u ) (11) 
4 
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Fig. 3. For definition of tip relief: (a) geometry of the rack cutter profile, (b) illustration of h 0 top 
. 

Fig. 4. Description of the finite element model for L-TCA. 

 

 

 

 

 

where M gb is a transformation matrix from S b to S g and it is defined as: 

M gb = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎣ 

cos γ − sin γ 0 −a p f · u 

2 
0 top 

sin γ cos γ 0 u 0 top 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎦ 

(12) 

4. Loaded tooth contact analysis of the gear transmission 

The loaded tooth contact analysis of the transmission under investigation is performed through a set of static finite 

element analyses using the 3D finite element model illustrated in Fig. 4 . Here, a reduced number of elements is illustrated

for the purpose of simplicity. The basis for the construction of the finite element mesh can be found in [36] where two

independent meshes are tied through a surface constraint. Fig. 4 shows a fixed coordinate system S f where pinion and

gear models are assembled. An auxiliary coordinate system S m 

is defined parallel to S f and remains as well fixed during

the analyses. The origin of coordinate system S m 

is located on axis y f at a distance from O f that coincides with the center

distance of the transmission. 
5 
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the finite element mesh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pinion and gear models consist of five teeth and are defined in coordinate systems S 1 and S 2 (see Fig. 4 ), respectively.

Nodes located on both sides and bottom part of the corresponding rims form rigid surfaces. A pinion reference node (re-

spectively, a gear reference node) is defined at the origin of system S 1 (respectively, system S 2 ) and is rigidly connected to

its corresponding rigid surface, allowing a rigid body motion between the reference node and its rigid surface. Rotation of 

the pinion is considered through angle θi by releasing the degree of freedom of the pinion reference node about axis z f and

blocking it at each frame of the analysis. Assembling of system S 2 in auxiliary coordinate system S m 

may be accompanied by

a shaft angle error �γ about axis y m 

. A torque C 2 is applied through the released degree of freedom of the gear reference

node represented by the rotation about axis z 2 . 

Fig. 5 shows a more detailed view of the two independent meshes: (i) a refined mesh composed by several layers of first

order hexahedral elements (reference C3D8I in [37] ) and characterized by thickness e (two layers for the purpose of sim-

plicity are represented in Fig. 5 ), and (ii) a coarse mesh composed of second order hexahedral elements (reference C3D20

in [37] ). A tie-surface constraint between these two independent meshes is established to guarantee the continuity of dis- 

placements all over the gear models (see details in [36] ). 

Surface-to-surface finite sliding contact pairs are specified between the teeth of both gears. A penalty method is estab- 

lished to take into account the tangential behavior of the contact, where a constant or a variable coefficient of friction can

be specified. A linear elastic material is defined for the elements of both gear geometries, under the assumption that the

deformations are so small that can be studied under the assumptions of the small strain theory. 

The static analysis is repeated for several contact positions distributed along the cycle of meshing of the central pair of

teeth, from the initial to the final contact positions of such an engagement. Each contact position i is characterized by a

value of the angle θi ( Fig. 4 ), which varies between θini (which defines the initial contact position) and θend (which defines

the final contact position). The analyzed contact positions form an increasing sequence in which θi < θi +1 . Each analyzed 

contact position has an associated time t i which, assuming that the transmission under study is operating at a constant

angular velocity ω 1 , can be calculated as: 

t i = t ini + 

θi − θini 

ω 1 

(13) 

where t ini = 0 s is the time instant associated to the initial contact position. 

For each contact position, results such as the maximum contact pressure can be directly retrieved from the finite ele- 

ment solver. The procedures to obtain derived results such as the loaded transmission error or the frictional power loss are

discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2 , respectively. 

Compared to other approaches based on analytical methods, this approach has the advantage of taking into account the 

effects derived from the elastic deformations of the gear teeth, such as variations in the gear kinematics [38] , changes in

the contact ratio [9] and modifications of the load sharing between teeth [39] . 
6 
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4.1. Determination of loaded transmission errors 

The vectors that describe the angular velocity and angular position of the pinion are, respectively: 

ω 

ω ω R 1 ,i = [ 0 , 0 , ω 1 ] (14) 

θθθR 1 ,i = [ 0 , 0 , θi ] (15) 

After conducting L-TCA, vector θθθR 2 ,i , that describes the angular rotation of the reference node of the gear, can be retrieved

for each contact position i . Then, vector ω 

ω ω R 2 ,i , that represents the angular velocity of the gear, is calculated using a finite

difference differentiation scheme: 

ω 

ω ω R 2 ,i = 

θθθR 2 ,i +1 − θθθR 2 ,i −1 

t i +1 − t i −1 

(16) 

The magnitude of the transmission error �φi can be obtained as: 

�φi = | θθθR 2 ,i − θθθR 2 ,ini | − z 1 
z 2 

· | θθθR 1 ,i − θθθR 1 ,ini | (17) 

Here, z 1 and z 2 are the pinion and gear tooth numbers, respectively. The peak-to-peak value of transmission error is then

obtained as: 

�φpt p = max �φi − min �φi (18) 

4.2. Determination of frictional power losses 

During the meshing of the gears, there is a certain amount of power that is lost due to the sliding between the contacting

surfaces. This frictional power loss causes a decrease of the efficiency of the transmission and an undesired temperature 

increase of the gears, since a part of this frictional power is converted into heat. 

From the results of the L-TCA, a frictional power dissipation value can be determined for each contact position i at each

node j of the contacting surfaces of the gear. For such a purpose: 

1. Retrieve the deformed position u j,i and the tangential contact force F T j,i . 

2. For those nodes where 
∣∣F T j,i ∣∣ > 0 compute the instantaneous sliding velocity v S j,i as: 

v S j,i = ω 

ω ω R 2 ,i ×
(

u j,i −
−−−→ 

O 1 O 2 

)
−ω 

ω ω R 1 ,i × u j,i (19) 

where 
−−−→ 

O 1 O 2 is a vector that defines the position of point O 2 with respect to point O 1 (see Fig. 4 ). Vector 
−−−→ 

O 1 O 2 does not

change during the simulation. For those cases where 
∣∣F T j,i ∣∣ = 0 the sliding velocity v S j,i is set to zero. 

3. Compute the nodal frictional power dissipation as: 

H j,i = v S j,i · F T j,i (20) 

Once the previous steps are completed, the instantaneous frictional power loss of the gear transmission at contact posi- 

tion i is calculated as the sum of all the nodal contributions: 

ˆ H i = 

n n ∑ 

j=1 

H j,i (21) 

where n n is the number of nodes in the contacting surfaces of the gear. The frictional energy dissipated at each node j

during the cycle of meshing can be calculated using the trapezoidal integration rule, assuming linear interpolation of the 

nodal frictional power in the time domain: 

E j = 

n c −1 ∑ 

i =1 

(
H j,i + H j,i +1 

)
· ( t i +1 − t i ) 

2 

(22) 

where n c is the number of contact positions in which the analysis is performed. 

Finally, the average frictional power dissipation of the transmission can be calculated as: 

H̄ = 

ω 1 

θ − θ
·

n n ∑ 

E j (23) 

end ini 

j=1 

7 
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Fig. 6. Finite element model applied in the thermal analysis: (a) finite element mesh and (b) boundary conditions. 

Fig. 7. Results of analyses for case CS00: (a) contact pressure distribution and (b) evolution of the maximum contact pressure at the central tooth of the 

gear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Determination of the operating temperature of the gear through a thermal finite element analysis 

The thermal performance of the transmission is assessed through a steady-state heat transfer analysis of a finite element 

model of one gear tooth, as the one shown in Fig 6 . This model is discretized into linear finite elements (reference DC3D8

in [37] ) following the ideas described in [40] . A cyclic symmetry is considered as a boundary condition at both sides of the

tooth rim (Fig 6 b) where a tooth is joined with its adjacent teeth. 

The thermal loads considered in this finite element analysis are derived from the L-TCA as described in Section 5.2 . To

ensure the compatibility of these thermal loads with the finite element mesh, the position of the nodes on the active flank

of the considered tooth must coincide with the position of the nodes on the active flank of the finite element model used

for the L-TCA (described in Section 4 ). This requirement only applies to the nodes on the active flank; the rest of the nodes
8 
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Fig. 8. Results of analyses for case CS00: (a) instantaneous power loss, (b) loaded function of transmission errors and (c) temperature distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in the mesh can be set at any arbitrary position. Additionally, element DC3D8 assures compatibility with the derived heat 

fluxes at the nodes of elements C3D8I. 

Of the three heat transfer mechanisms, only conduction and convection are considered in the proposed finite element 

model. Radiation is not taken into account because it is assumed that the amount of heat dissipated by radiation is small

compared to the heat dissipated by the other heat transfer mechanisms. 

In steady-state conditions, heat conduction is characterized by the thermal conductivity of the gear material. Heat con- 

vection is modeled through four surface film conditions (denoted by �m 

, �r , �s and �t ) that are applied to the external

surfaces of the gear, as shown in Fig. 6 b. Surface film condition �s is specified for the front and back sides of the tooth, �t 

is specified for the top land, �r is specified for the non-meshing flank and the fillet of the meshing flank, and �m 

is spec-

ified for the active part of the meshing flank. Each surface film condition is characterized by the environment temperature 

T en v and a heat transfer coefficient ( h s , h t , h r and h m 

, respectively) whose calculation method is described in Section 5.1 . 

After the analysis of this finite element model, the temperature field across the geometry of the gear tooth is obtained. 

5.1. Convective heat transfer coefficients 

The convective heat transfer coefficients play a major role in the simulation of the convective cooling of gears. Different

approaches can be found in the literature for the calculation of these coefficients [11,12,41–43] and, among them, the one

proposed by Fernandes [12] has been followed in this work. 

In this approach, the selection of the calculation method for the heat transfer coefficient h s (surface film condition �s )

depends on the type of flow that is produced at the sides of the gear (laminar, turbulent or transition flow). Assuming that
9 
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the air flow at these parts of the gear is laminar, the heat transfer coefficient h s can be calculated as [44] : 

h s = 0 . 308 · ( m h + 2 ) 
0 . 5 · P r 0 . 5 air · k air ·

√ 

ω 

νair 

(24) 

where k air , νair and P r air are the thermal conductivity, the kinematic viscosity and the Prandtl number, respectively, of the

surrounding air. Moreover, ω is the angular velocity of the gear and m h = 2 is the exponent of the assumed power function

wall temperature distribution that is used for the derivation of Eq. 24 (see [43] ). 

Heat transfer coefficient h t (surface film condition �t ) is assumed to be equal to the maximum value of the heat transfer

determined for surface film condition �s : 

h t = max ( h s ) (25) 

The heat transfer coefficient h r (surface film condition �r ) is assumed to be comprised between 

1 
2 and 

1 
3 of the heat

transfer specified for surface film condition �s : 

h s 

3 

≤ h r ≤ h s 

2 

(26) 

Finally, two different heat transfer coefficients ( h (1) 
m 

and h (2) 
m 

) are considered for surface film condition �m 

, and its elec-

tion depends on whether the considered tooth is assumed to be engaged or not: 

• When the tooth is not engaged, the heat transfer coefficient h (1) 
m 

is the same as for the non-meshing flank ( h (1) 
m 

= h r ). 

• When the tooth is engaged, the heat transfer coefficient h (2) 
m 

can be determined as suggested by Handschuh [45] : 

h 

(2) 
m 

= 0 . 228 ·
(

r 2 · ω 

νair 

)0 . 731 

· P r 1 / 3 
air 

· k air 

d 
(27) 

where d is the reference diameter of the gear and r is the distance between any meshing point and the axis of rotation

of the gear. 

For the steady-state analysis the heat transfer coefficient for surface film condition �m 

must be time-independent and, 

following the ideas presented in [12] , a time-averaged heat transfer coefficient is calculated as: 

h 

′ 
m 

= 

h 

(2) 
m 

z 
+ 

(
1 − 1 

z 

)
· h 

(1) 
m 

(28) 

5.2. Thermal loads 

In plastic-steel gear transmissions, heat is mainly originated from two different sources: (i) dissipation of the frictional 

energy that is produced at the contact between teeth, and (ii) dissipation of the hysteresis energy caused by the deformation

of the gear viscoelastic material. In the great majority of the thermal analysis the latter is neglected, since it has been

demonstrated [2] that its contribution to the increase of the temperature of the gears is small compared to the contribution

of the frictional heating. Thus, only the thermal loads derived from the heat flux generated by friction are considered in the

heat transfer analysis. 

Following the results obtained from the L-TCA of the transmission, the heat flux on a given node k of the contacting

surface of the gear central tooth, at each contact position i , can be calculated as (see [12,13,43] ): 

q k,i = λ · H k,i · ϕ k,i (29) 

where λ is a constant that represents the amount of frictional power that is turned into heat and ϕ k,i is a heat partition

factor for the distribution of this heat between the interacting surfaces. Here, subindex k just covers the nodes of the con-

tacting surface of the gear central tooth. Assuming that the contact between gear tooth surfaces is a particular type of band

contact, heat can be partitioned following Blok’s equation [46] : 

ϕ k,i = 

√ v T 2 k,i · ε 2 √ v T 1 k,i · ε 1 + 

√ v T 2 k,i · ε 2 
(30) 

In the previous equation, ε 1 and ε 2 are the thermal effusivities of the pinion and gear, respectively. On the other hand,

v T 1 k,i and v T 2 k,i can be calculated from the results of the L-TCA as: 

v T 1 k,i = 

[
ω 

ω ω R 1 ,i × u k,i 

]
· v Sk,i 

| v Sk,i | (31) 

v T 2 k,i = 

[ 
ω 

ω ω R 2 ,i ×
(

u k,i −
−−−→ 

O 1 O 2 

)] 
· v Sk,i 

| v Sk,i | (32) 

As it has been mentioned before, in a steady-state analysis all the variables that define the finite element model must

be time-independent, including the nodal fluxes. In contrast, the nodal flux given by Eq. 29 is time-dependent, since its
10 
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Table 1 

Design parameters and operating conditions 

of the helical transmission. 

Parameter Values 

Normal modulus, m n 3 mm 

Normal pressure angle, αn 20 deg 

Helix angle, β 10 deg 

Pinion helix hand Right 

Face width, b 20 mm 

Pinion tooth number, z 1 25 

Gear tooth number, z 2 40 

Input velocity, ω 1 2500 rpm 

Output torque, C 2 19.2 N m 

Ambient temperature, T en v 302.15 K 

Table 2 

Definition of the three sets of cases of study. 

Parameter Set A Set B Set C 

a p f (μm 

−1 ) 0, 1, 3, 5, 7 0 0, 1, 3, 5, 7 

a ld (μm 

−1 ) 0 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 0.1 

a p f top 
(μm 

−1 ) 0, 15, 30, 45 0, 15, 30, 45 0, 15, 30, 45 

h 0 top 
( mm ) 1.2 1.2 1.2 

Total cases of study 20 16 20 

Table 3 

Definition of selected cases of study. 

Name CS00 CS01 CS02 CS03 CS04 

a p f (μm 

−1 ) 0 0 3 0 3 

a ld (μm 

−1 ) 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 

a p f top 
(μm 

−1 ) 0 30 30 30 30 

h 0 top 
( mm ) 0 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

magnitude changes from one to another contact position. For this reason, an averaged nodal heat flux q̄ k must be derived

that, being constant in time, releases at each node the same amount of thermal energy as the original nodal heat flux. This

averaged nodal heat flux is calculated as: 

q̄ k = 

ω 2 

2 π rad 

·
n c −1 ∑ 

i =1 

(
q k,i + q k,i +1 

)
· ( t i +1 − t i ) 

2 

(33) 

6. Definition of cases of study 

This investigation is performed considering a helical gear transmission whose macro geometry design parameters and 

operating conditions are shown in Table 1 . The variables of this study are the design parameters of the pinion tooth surfaces:

• Parabola coefficient for the profile crowning, a p f . 
• Parabola coefficient for the longitudinal crowning, a ld . 
• Parabola coefficient for the tip relief, a p f top 

. 

• Distance for the tip relief, h 0 top 
. 

A case of study is defined by assigning a value to each one of these design variables. In case that tip relief is applied to

the pinion, it is also applied to the gear with the same values of a p f top 
and h 0 top 

. In this work, the following studies have

been performed by using the three sets of cases described in Tab. 2 (providing a total of 56 cases of study): 

• Set A to study the effect of having a localized bearing contact with a contact path in longitudinal direction. 
• Set B to study the effect of having a localized bearing contact with a contact path in profile direction. 
• Set C to study the effect of having a localized bearing contact with a contact path in a combined direction. 

Finally, five different cases of study that are representative for each type of contact pattern design have been selected 

for comparison purposes. Their design variables are shown in Tab. 3 . These selected cases of study comprise an involute

tooth surface (CS00), an involute tooth surface with tip relief (CS1), a profile crowned tooth surface with tip relief (CS2), a

longitudinal crowned tooth surface with tip relief (CS3) and a double-crowned tooth surface with tip relief (CS4). 
11 
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Table 4 

Mechanical and thermal properties of the gear materials [4,47,48] . 

Property Steel POM 

Young’s modulus, E 206 GPa 2 . 69 GPa ∗

Poisson coefficient, υ 0.30 0.44 

Limiting flank stress, σHlim - 60 MPa ∗∗

Friction coefficient, μ 0.2 

Density, ρ 7850 kg 
m 3 

1410 kg 
m 3 

Thermal conductivity, k 52 W 

m ·K 0 . 3 W 

m ·K 
Specific heat, cp 470 J 

kg ·K 1470 J 
kg ·K 

∗Valid for 30 ◦C according to [48] 
∗∗Valid for 10 6 cycles at 40 ◦C according to [47] 

Table 5 

Thermal properties of the surrounding air at 300 K. 

Property Magnitude 

Thermal conductivity, k air 2 . 624 · 10 −2 W 

m ·K 
Prandtl number, Pr air 0.707 

Kinematic viscosity, νair 1 . 568 · 10 −5 m 2 

s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Results and discussion 

For each case of study, a L-TCA is conducted following the indications given in Section 4 . The mechanical and thermal

properties considered for the pinion and gear materials are shown in Table 4 . A limiting flank stress of 60 MPa in the plastic

material is considered since it guarantees 10 6 cycles when the gears are operating at 40 ◦C [47] . 

The generated finite element models have 232,352 nodes and 174,300 elements, and they have been analyzed in 42 

contact positions along the engagement of a pair of teeth. The refined mesh for the active flanks consist of four layers of

elements and its total thickness is e = 0 . 15 · m n , where m n is the normal module of the transmission ( Fig. 5 b). The refined

mesh of the pinion has 59 elements in profile direction and 65 elements in longitudinal direction, whereas the refined mesh

of the gear has 64 elements in profile direction and 75 elements in longitudinal direction. 

For each case of study, the operating temperature of the gear is assessed through a steady-state heat transfer analysis, 

which is conducted following the indications given in Section 5 . The resulting finite element model has 76304 nodes and

68100 elements. For the calculation of the convective heat transfer coefficients, the thermal properties of the surrounding air 

are considered, which are shown in Table 5 . The thermal loads have been derived from the results of the L-TCA considering

λ = 1 , which indicates that all the frictional energy is dissipated as heat. 

In the following sections the effect of different contact pattern designs on the mechanical and thermal behaviors of the 

helical transmission is analyzed. 

7.1. Not-localized bearing contact 

In this section, the mechanical and thermal behaviors of a helical gear transmission with involute profiles (case of study 

CS00 in Tab. 3 ) are analyzed. Fig. 7 a shows the contact pressure distribution on the gear model at certain contact position

of the cycle of meshing. It is observed that contact occurs simultaneously in three teeth. At the central tooth, the maximum

contact pressure is 47 . 1 MPa . 

The evolution of the maximum contact pressure at the central tooth during one cycle of meshing is shown in Fig. 7 b.

As it can be observed, the contact pressure reaches a local maximum at the beginning of the cycle of meshing, when the

contact occurs at the gear tip edge. When the gear tooth tip is no longer in contact, the maximum contact pressure rapidly

decreases to 45 MPa , and increases again as the contact tends towards the pinion tip edge, where the global maximum

contact pressure is found (164 MPa ) . Such an elevated contact pressure produces contact stresses that exceed the yield

point of the material (which is established between 60 and 75MP for POM according to Ref [48] .), and this could lead to

unrealistic stress results in those regions where the assumptions of the linear elastic material are not fulfilled. 

Fig. 8 a shows the evolution of the instantaneous frictional power loss, which fluctuates between a minimum value of 

63 W (when the contact is produced in the vicinity of the pitch circle) and a maximum value of 139 W . The average value of

the frictional power loss, which is also displayed in the figure, is 102 . 9 W . Fig. 8 b shows the loaded function of transmission

errors for this case of study, where the peak-to-peak transmission error is 35 . 8 arc sec . 

Finally, Fig. 8 c shows the temperature distribution obtained from the thermal analysis of the gear. The maximum tem- 

perature is 322 . 11 K, and this represents a maximum temperature increment of 19 . 96 K with respect to the ambient tem-

perature. 
12 
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Fig. 9. Results for set A of cases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2. Localized bearing contact with a contact path in longitudinal direction 

Fig. 9 shows the results obtained from different combinations of profile crowning and tip relief (set A of cases in Table 2 ).

The black dots indicate those combinations that have been studied, and the isolines are interpolated from the results of the

studied cases. 

Fig. 9 a shows the maximum contact pressure that is produced during the engagement of the central pair of teeth. The

area shaded in grey (which is also reproduced in Figs. 9 b, c and d), indicates those combinations of profile crowning and tip

relief that lead to maximum contact pressures above 60 MPa (considered as the admissible contact pressure for the plastic 

material), which are produced as a consequence of a tip contact. When the contact at the tip is avoided (because of the

tip relief, the profile crowning or a combination of both) the maximum contact pressures descent rapidly to values below 

65 MPa . 

Fig. 9 b shows the average frictional power loss that is produced during the meshing of the gears. It decreases as the

parabola coefficient for the tip relief is increased, because the areas where the sliding velocity reaches its maximum values 

are removed. This behavior has already been reported in previous investigations [49] . Besides that, the average frictional 

power loss also decreases as the parabola coefficient for the profile crowning is increased. An explanation can be found in

a narrower contact pattern around the pitch circle. 

Fig. 9 c shows the peak-to-peak transmission error. For any parabola coefficient of the profile crowning below a p f =
6 . 0 μm 

−1 , the tip relief produces an increase of the peak-to-peak transmission error. On the other hand, the peak-to-peak

transmission error tends to decrease as the parabola coefficient of the profile crowning is increased, until a minimum is 

found between a p f = 3 μm 

−1 and a p f = 5 μm 

−1 . 
13 
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Fig. 10. Results for set B of cases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, Fig. 9 d shows the maximum temperature increment that is produced in the gear tooth. A slight decrease of this

temperature is observed as the parabola coefficient for the tip relief is increased. This decrease becomes more significant as 

the parabola coefficient for the profile crowning is increased. 

7.3. Localized bearing contact with a contact path in profile direction 

Fig. 10 shows the results obtained from different combinations of longitudinal crowning and tip relief (set B of cases in

Table 2 ). The area shaded in grey indicates those combinations where the maximum contact pressure exceeds 60 MPa . 

As it can be observed in Fig. 10 a, the region of the plot where the maximum contact pressures are below 60 MPa is

reduced to its left upper part, indicating that in this case large amounts of tip relief are required to avoid the tip con-

tact. When tip contact is avoided, the maximum contact pressure tends to increase as it does the amount of longitudinal

crowning, because the curvature of the contact surface is increased. 

Regarding the average frictional power loss, Fig. 10 b shows that it decreases as the parabola coefficient for the tip relief is

increased. In contrast, Fig. 10 b reveals that the application of longitudinal crowning has no significant impact on the average

frictional power loss. On the other hand, Fig. 10 c shows that an increment of the parabola coefficient for the longitudinal

crowning implies an increment of the amplitude of the transmission error, which is also increased by the application of tip

relief. 

Finally, Fig. 10 d shows that a slight decrement of the maximum temperature is achieved when the parabola coefficient 

of the tip relief is increased. On the contrary, and despite the fact that the increment of the parabola coefficient for the

longitudinal crowning does not cause an increment of the frictional power loss, it does produce a significant increment of 

the maximum temperature of the gear. 
14 
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Fig. 11. Results for set C of cases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.4. Localized bearing contact with a contact path in a combined direction 

Fig. 11 shows the results obtained from different combinations of profile crowning, longitudinal crowning and tip relief 

(set C of cases in Table 2 ). The area shaded in grey indicates those combinations where the maximum contact pressure

exceeds 60 MPa . 

The trends that can be observed in Fig. 11 are similar to those illustrated in Fig. 9 for set A of cases. The results show

that the average frictional power loss remains unaffected by the application of the longitudinal crowning. In contrast, the 

maximum contact pressures, peak-to-peak transmission error and maximum operating temperature present higher values 

than the ones observed in Fig. 9 . 

7.5. Comparison of selected cases of study 

After assessing the impact of different contact pattern designs on the mechanical and thermal behaviors of the trans- 

mission, a comparison between the selected cases of study shown in Table 3 is performed in this section. Fig. 12 shows,

at the central gear tooth, the contact pressure distribution for the selected cases of study at a certain contact position of

the cycle of meshing. The location of the maximum contact pressure within the contact area is marked with a black dot.

Furthermore, the reached value of maximum contact pressure is shown. For cases CS02, CS03 and CS04, the contact path is

drawn as a polyline that joins those points where the maximum contact pressure is found along the 42 contact positions.

Such an illustration allows the contact path direction due to the deformations of the plastic and metal tooth surfaces to

be observed. In this way, case CS02 shows a contact path whose direction is practically longitudinal during all the cycle of

meshing. A profile-oriented contact path is observed in case CS03 and a contact path in a combined direction is observed

in case CS04. For each case, the location of the maximum contact pressure along the contact path is marked with a star. 
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Fig. 12. Contact pressure distribution and contact path under load for selected cases of study. 

Fig. 13. Results for selected cases of study. 
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Fig. 14. Temperature field in selected cases of study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13 shows the evolution of the maximum contact pressure, frictional power loss and transmission error for the se- 

lected cases of study. It can be observed that the magnitude of the maximum contact pressure is similar for all the selected

cases of study, and in all the cases is lower than 60 MPa . 

The obtained results show that the micro-geometry modifications can bring important reductions of the frictional power 

loss with respect to the same variable in the standard geometry (discussed in Section 7.1 ). In those cases where no profile

crowning is considered, the application of a tip relief can reduce the average frictional power loss up to 22% . When an

additional profile crowning is applied, the average frictional power loss can be reduced more than 40% . 

Regarding the transmission error, the obtained results show that the application of the appropriate profile crowning can 

help reducing the amplitude of the transmission error function. However, if a profile crowning is not applied, the application 

of a tip relief or a longitudinal crowning may increase the amplitude of the transmission error, with respect to the same

variable in the standard geometry. 

On the other hand, Fig. 14 shows the temperature field obtained from the thermal analysis of the selected cases of

study. The case where the maximum temperature is reached corresponds to CS03, where only a longitudinal crowning is 

considered, whereas the case where the maximum temperature has a minimum value is CS02, where only a profile crowning 

is considered. The maximum temperature in case CS04 (double crowning) has a intermediate value between the maximum 

temperatures reached in cases CS02 and CS03. 

To conclude this analysis, the sensitivity of the selected cases of study to a shaft angle error �γ = ±0 . 1 deg is evaluated

through the L-TCA of the transmission and illustrated in Fig. 15 . 
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Fig. 15. Variation of results with angular misalignment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15 a shows that the presence of misalignment produces increments of the maximum contact pressure, and these 

increments are larger when no longitudinal crowning is applied to the pinion tooth surfaces (CS01 and CS02). Fig. 15 b shows

that the presence of misalignment produces small increments in the average frictional power loss, with a similar magnitude 

for all the considered cases of study. Fig. 15 c shows that the misalignment of the gears produces variations of the amplitude

of the transmission error function. When the misalignment is in the positive direction, the amplitude of the transmission 

error function tends to increase, whereas negative misalignments tend to reduce the amplitude of such a function. Finally, 

Fig. 15 d reveals that the presence of misalignments causes an increase of the maximum temperature increment on the gear

teeth. This increment is larger in those cases where no longitudinal crowning is applied. 

8. Conclusions 

The performed research allows the following conclusions to be drawn: 

1. A loaded tooth contact analysis has been applied to a 3D model of a helical gear drive composed of a metal pinion and a

plastic gear in order to investigate the effects of the contact pattern design on the contact pressure, the frictional power

loss and the peak-to-peak value of loaded transmission errors during the meshing cycle. Furthermore, a steady-state 

thermal analysis has allowed the temperature increment of the plastic gear to be determined for each contact pattern 

design. 

2. Significance differences are found when comparing a contact pattern design based on a longitudinal direction of the 

contact path with a design based on a profile direction of the contact path, especially in terms of the frictional power

loss, the peak-to-peak transmission error and the temperature increment of the plastic gear, bringing more benefits the 

first type of design. 
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3. Regarding the maximum contact pressure, plastic-metal helical gear drives show more sensitivity to misalignments (more 

specifically, to the crossing shaft angle error) when the contact pattern is not localized or is localized with a longitudinal

direction of the contact path. 

4. The peak-to-peak value of loaded transmission errors shows as well an important increment when the crossing shaft 

angle error occurs in the same direction of the helix hand of the pinion. This circumstance occurs for all the considered

contact pattern designs, but it is more accentuated in the case of a longitudinally oriented contact path. 

5. Furthermore, the increment of the maximum temperature of the gear due to misalignments is more accused when the 

contact pattern is not localized or is localized with a longitudinal direction of the contact path. 

6. The proposed methods of analyses would allow a designer of a plastic-metal helical gear drive to decide the appropriate 

topology of the pinion and gear tooth surfaces. For the numerical example considered in this work, an optimal profile 

crowning can bring a reduction in the average frictional power loss, in the amplitude of the loaded function of transmis-

sion errors, and in the temperature increment of the plastic gear. The poor response of this type of contact pattern design

(based on a longitudinally oriented contact path) when misalignments are present can be amended by considering an 

additional small amount of longitudinal crowning when designing the contact pattern. 
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